Abstract  The aim of this article is to analyze the serophobic content explicit in the publications published in Digital Social Networks in the context of HIV and AIDS in Brazil. This is a qualitative study of the descriptive exploratory type, based on documents. The data obtained were evaluated using the methodology of documentary analysis through Thematic Content Analysis with the aid of NVivo®12 Plus (Windows). A total of 187 codes were generated, subsequently grouped according to the semantics of the words, originating five thematic categories: #LivingWithHIV, #WeNeedtoTalkAboutIt, #WhatISSEROPHOBIA, #SerophobiaIsACrime, and #NoSerophobia. The results showed the main manifestations of HIV and AIDS-related serophobia on social networks. The shared content discussed the difficulties of living with a disease that has social dimensions; the relevance of talking and disseminating content about HIV and AIDS; the elements that make up the stigmatization process and, consequently, structure serophobia in society; the social and civil rights of people living with HIV; measures to combat serophobia in health institutions; and the implications of serophobia in the field of public health.
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Introduction

The stigma, prejudice, and discrimination against people living with HIV are referred to as serophobia. This concept is used by social movements and disseminated on digital social networks (DSNs), aiming to describe with more specificity the stigmatization related to the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Serophobia is mechanically linked to populations commonly associated with HIV, such as individuals with non-normative sexual orientations and gender identities, as they are involuntarily marginalized in society when it comes to AIDS.

Individuals outside the binary norms of gender and sex, living with HIV, experience excessive stigmatizing processes that affect various aspects of their quality of life. In the healthcare field, it is essential to establish the National Policy for Comprehensive Health Care for Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transvestites, Transsexuals, Transgenders, Queer individuals, Intersex people, Asexuals, Pansexuals, Non-binary individuals, and the diversity of sexual orientations and gender variations (LGBTQIAPN+). This policy aims to create a collective and supportive environment that is welcoming, humanized, and free from discrimination. Therefore, it is crucial to involve healthcare professionals in providing care focused on mitigating serophobia, which hinders the improvement of care practices.

The first step in eradicating serophobia from public health is to understand that the stigmatization that permeates the lives of people living with HIV, key populations, and those in vulnerability constitutes a serious social problem. It leads to users avoiding healthcare services and creates distance between public policies aimed at combating the HIV epidemic. Key populations in relation to HIV – homosexuals and other men who have sex with men (MSM), sex workers and their clients, transgender individuals, and people who use injectable drugs – still lack social support when facing serophobic situations. This justifies the study, especially in terms of the imagery and media construction surrounding the phenomenon of serophobia, with a focus on health promotion and prevention actions, legal protection, assertive communication, guaranteeing social rights, and comprehensive healthcare practices.

Given the need to address the gaps in scientific knowledge of this theme in the media landscape, this study was guided by the research question: How is the content produced about HIV and AIDS organized on digital social networks? The objective of this study is to analyze the serophobic content presented in publications posted on digital social networks in the context of HIV and AIDS in Brazil.

Method

A qualitative study, supported by documentary data sources and structured in materials formulated a priori, which did not undergo analytical treatment, is employed in this study with the purpose of analyzing the phenomenon of serophobia related to HIV and AIDS as a public discourse expressed on DSN. Research on digital social networks was chosen due to their significant usage in society, enabling global real-time communication and generating creative and promising communication resources. The documentary database comprised posts shared at the national level (Brazilian) on three DSN: Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.

Data collection was conducted using the magnifying glass tool within the networks themselves, employing a predefined key hashtag (#) titled “#Serophobia”. The search for publications was executed using the following search strategies: a) Instagram – the most recent topic was searched; b) Facebook – the explore topic was accessed; c) Twitter – an advanced search was performed, followed by accessing the most recent topic. The established time frame spanned from October 1, 2020, to October 31, 2021. The data available online amounted to 750 publications, with 679 (90.5%) from Instagram, 44 (5.9%) from Facebook, and 27 (3.6%) from Twitter. The collected data were analyzed using Thematic Content Analysis, which involved the following steps: a) pre-analysis (data organization); b) material exploration; and c) treatment of results (inference and interpretation of content).

In this study, pre-analysis involved the application of exclusion criteria, which entailed removing repeated posts and those outside the defined time frame, as well as publications that did not relate serophobia to HIV and AIDS. Additionally, posts deviating from the study theme (using the key hashtag solely to link content), publications lacking textual content or descriptions (rendering them unprocessable by the software), and posts consisting solely of images or video content (preventing transcription) were excluded. Consequently, 525 posts were excluded.
A total of 179 (79.5%) publications were selected from Instagram®, 28 (12.5%) from Facebook, and 18 (8%) from Twitter, resulting in a total of 225 posts containing content related to serophobia. The transcription of the content was done manually, with 58.7% transcribed through Microsoft Office Word 2013, and 41.3% imported using the NCapture extension in Google Chrome, made available by the NVivo 12 Plus software (Windows). During manual transcription, a textual refinement process was implemented, which involved eliminating incomprehensible words, abbreviations, and emoticons.

In the material exploration phase, the text editing file containing the posts was imported into the NVivo 12 Plus software (Windows). This phase involved selecting excerpts and creating codes represented by single words or sets of words that summarized the content of each post. During the treatment of results and interpretation of content, codes were grouped according to semantic similarities, resulting in 12 code groups associated with 5 thematic categories: #LivingWithHIV; #WeNeedtoTalkAboutIt; #WhatISSEROPHOBIA; #SerophobiaIsACrime; and #NOSerophobia. The categorization of the data followed the number of posts in descending order and is presented below:

**Thematic category 1: #LivingWithHIV**

The thematic axis #LivingWithHIV presented 87 (46.5%) codes, a significant number, justified by the fact that the category covers the largest number of posts used in the analysis (73 publications). Users expressed through the content shared on their networks the impact of living with a socially stigmatized disease and the need to understand that people living with HIV “are by our side”:

[...] fears, guilt and insecurities begin to haunt you even though you already know that it is scientifically proven that by treating yourself with care, you will have a quality of life equal to or better than anyone not living with HIV (PI55).

[...] I have heard absurd statements about HIV in circles of friends, and in the same circle there were people living with HIV who surely heard that and were shaken. [...] you need to start seeing HIV as something close to you [...] they are people who are on your side, in your home, in your bed, at work, and who often live in chains of fear and stigma that we ourselves have helped to nurture (PF8).

It is worth noting that 20 (23%) of the codes within the axis directly or indirectly addressed issues related to the LGBTQIAPN+ community. This is justified by the fact that this population is regularly affected by serophobia and, as a result, produces the largest amount of content on this theme in Digital Social Networks. Photos and videos (Figure 1) were very frequently circulated in these networks, conveying the message that HIV and AIDS are not exclusive to LGBTQIAPN+ individuals.
The posts in the thematic category #Living-WithHIV also raised reflections on the importance of discussing HIV and AIDS as a political problem, amounting to 16.1% of the codes of this axis, since serophobia is present in the Brazilian political structure and triggers setbacks in the comprehensive health care of people living with HIV. The prevalent subjects in the publications were the advances and regression of the Brazilian National HIV and AIDS Policy; the performance of the federal government in facing the HIV epidemic; and the serophobia suffered in health institutions:

[…] understand HIV as a political agenda, not a biological one […] no more physical death, but also no more social death (PT18).

Brazil was once a reference in the construction of public policies on HIV and AIDS. Today there is a lack of funding for policies and increased political pressure to include it in the privatization agenda. Another challenge is the advance of conservatism, which reinforces discrimination by serophobia and contributes to silencing the stigma of the discussion on sexuality and prevention in the education of young people and in affective and conjugal relationships in all generations (PI113).

[…] the medical record is a DOCUMENT. Agreeing to breach of confidentiality and irresponsible gossip is agreeing to death and suffering. YES! (PF11).

Figure 1. "HIV is not a gay disease”. Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, Brazil, 2021.

Source: PI64 (2021).

Thematic category 2:
#WeNeedToTalkAboutIt

Based on the content shared on Digital Social Networks, the second category is #WeNeedToTalkAboutIt (54 publications), this axis contained 32 (17.1%) codes. The profiles/accounts expressed the relevance of discussing and disseminating information related to HIV and AIDS, aiming to break social taboos. The shared posts (Figure 2) sought to make other users aware of the importance of "normalizing" talk about HIV and AIDS:

The publications in this category sought to convey information that was not widely disseminated by public health agencies and highlighted the clear evolution in the HIV therapeutic regimen. The contents disclosed addressed self-care; serodifferent relationships; combined prevention, mainly Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) and HIV Post-Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP); and viral suppression. As a strong point, the posts explained the need to disseminate the concept "Undetectable = Untransmittable" (U = U):

[…] I am tired of so much serophobia, even from infectologists who do not assume the scientific consensus that "U = U" is ZERO HIV TRANSMISSION! […] some health care providers still avoid correcting this misinformation to prevent people with HIV from engaging in more condomless sex or having more sexual partners upon learning that "U = U" […] health care providers and the public health community at large have an
ethical responsibility to actively address misinformation about HIV transmission and disseminate the “U = U” message to all people [...] (PF17).

Thematic category 3:
#WhatISSEROPHOBIA

The thematic category #WhatISSEROPHOBIA had 50 publications that originated 27 (14.4%) codes. Among the posts that used the study hashtag, few presented visual material properly focused on conceptualizing the term serophobia, representing only 4.8% of the codes generated. The content disclosed, as shown in Figure 3, sought to define and impose the relevance of the term; expose how serophobia is harmful to people living with HIV; and highlight serophobic expressions:

Among the contents propagated through the posts, the debates around intersectionality stand out, that is, the articulations between machismo, gender discrimination, LGBTphobia, ethnophobia and racism, common oppressions in the context of serophobia. The publications analyzed also built dialogues about serophobic expressions, showing that serophobic speeches are produced and reproduced with the intention of stigmatizing people living with HIV; and highlight serophobic expressions:

Among the contents propagated through the posts, the debates around intersectionality stand out, that is, the articulations between machismo, gender discrimination, LGBTphobia, ethnophobia and racism, common oppressions in the context of serophobia. The publications analyzed also built dialogues about serophobic expressions, showing that serophobic speeches are produced and reproduced with the intention of stigmatizing people living with HIV; and/or due to lack of information, veiled serophobia and the use of outdated terminologies:

[...] SEROPHOBIA AND RACISM, WHAT CAN THESE OPPRESSIONS HAVE IN COMMON? [...] it is necessary to state that many black people are forgotten in this debate and are still silenced. Therefore, it is not surprising that the fight against HIV and AIDS among the black population is one of the demands of the black movement that often works in the health area [...] (PI178).

[...] I am not serophobic, but: [...] do you really trust this undetectable thing?; I’m not going to get tested for HIV because I only have sex with my boyfriend; you got it, now hold on, right? [...] who told you not to take care of yourself; this girl looks like an AIDS patient; old people don’t have these things; I had sex without a condom because she looked clean; it’s a gay disease, right? [...] (PI155).

Another topic discussed was: the effects of serophobia on public health, corresponding to five (18.5%) codes of the thematic axis #WhatISSEROPHOBIA. It is possible to identify in the published content that serophobia implies facing the HIV epidemic, as it constitutes barriers to access to combined prevention technologies and HIV testing services; and delays in adherence and linkage to the HIV treatment regimen:

[...] serophobia [...] is one of the main factors for late diagnosis, since the violence related to stigma is so great that it ends up making many people avoid HIV testing for fear of seeking [...] the test, being seen in referral services or finding acquaintances working there, suffering gossip, among others; which prevents diagnosis and treatment, discovering the disease [...] at an advanced stage already [...] (PI160).
Thematic category 4: #SerophobiaIsACrime

This fourth thematic category resulted in 30 (16%) codes, extracted from excerpts of 47 publications. The posts referring to the #SerophobiaIsACrime axis addressed the violation of civil rights in the experience of HIV, highlighting the crime of discrimination based on serophobic discourses (Figure 4), including those verbalized by political subjects, and, therefore, contextualizing serophobia as a criminal practice:

[...]

This is not normal, she said, referring to the homosexual union [...]. The Bible calls any option contrary to what God has determined a sin. And sin has a consequence which is death. AIDS is there to show that the sexual union between two men causes a disease that leads to death and contaminates women [...].

Most of the content published was intended to inform other users about current legislation in order to promote interventions to combat serophobia. The profiles/accounts of the digital social networks also expressed the urgency of society to understand the human rights guaranteed by the federal constitution in the experience of HIV, such as serological confidentiality, disability retirement and guaranteed access to treatment:

[...]

RIGHTS OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV: confidentiality at work and medical confidentiality [...]. sickness benefit and disability retirement [...]. all people living with HIV have the right to free treatment according to Law No. 9.313, in case of restricted access, it is recommended to seek the Municipal Health Councils and, in the last case, to file a lawsuit [...]. Law No. 12.984, defines the crime of discrimination of people living with HIV [...].

[...] no person living with HIV [...] has an obligation to tell their serology. It is a right that we have.

Thematic category 5: #NOSerophobia

The #NOSerophobia category had the lowest number of posts, 41 publications, and, consequently, codes (6%), a fact that the axis addresses only one central theme. The publications of this axis sought to highlight the interventions to combat stigmatizing attitudes in Digital Social Networks; and the importance of social movements and health institutions in the fight against serophobia:

[...] to close the June actions, the Pride+ affinity group took a ride on the theme of the LGBTI+ Parade 2021 of São Paulo/SP and we will learn more about people living with HIV and how not to perpetuate serophobia. We will eliminate taboos, doubts, stigmas and prejudices about the agenda. The theme has been gaining ground, in favor of an inclusive society.

It is observed among the posts that five (45.5%) codes that composed this axis men-
tioned health services, justified by the fact that they constitute indispensable elements in the experience of HIV, such as health promotion actions and prevention measures. In contrast, the publications showed the need to combat serophobia present in institutions (Figure 5).

Discussion

Living with HIV affects physiological and psychological aspects that are characteristic of the health-disease process, influenced by the historical and social context of AIDS. Quality of life, adaptation to the therapeutic regimen, development of interpersonal relationships, and prejudice in the family and work environment can pose significant challenges for people living with HIV. These challenges have become a global public health concern. The central data uncovered in our study confirm these aspects and contribute to the advancement of scientific knowledge on the subject, especially by exploring the media's interest in serophobia on Digital Social Networks, which is a valuable aspect for collective health analysis.
Serophobia related to HIV and AIDS presents daily challenges, causing numerous negative emotions and detrimental effects that directly impact the quality of life of affected individuals. This circumstance triggers feelings of suffering, fear, sadness, anguish, oppression, guilt, and invisibility, ultimately resulting in social isolation and concealment of serological status. These challenges also shape the strategy for defense and self-care management in an attempt to counteract negative perceptions and strengthen socio-affective relationships. This should be a focal point of professional practice in the health sector, aimed at providing social support for coping.

Our findings underscore the significance of these propositions, particularly due to the limited number of publications on the subject by people living with HIV. This limitation reflects the enduring stigmatization and negative social perceptions surrounding this experience. People living with HIV are still often stereotyped as “risky” and/or “dangerous” and are unfairly marked as “transmitters.” These stereotypes impact their ability to assert themselves, exercise autonomy, and express their identities within the context of seropositivity. Additionally, the dissemination of content on Digital Social Networks highlights the ongoing debate involving the LGBTQIAPN+ population, in relation to serophobia related to HIV and AIDS. It also emphasizes the persistence of stigmatizing labels, underscoring the need to reevaluate media perspectives. Discourses produced in the realms of communication often rely on primary representations, which can result in misinformation, negligence, and/or a lack of comprehensive information.

HIV and AIDS are not exclusive to key or vulnerable populations; they affect society broadly, like any other Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI). This fact has been validated in the UNAIDS Global AIDS Update 2022 report. Analyzing the profile of people living with HIV in Brazil in 2021, we find that individuals of brown color accounted for 48.1% of cases, with the majority falling in the age group of 25 to 29 years old (20.7%). Additionally, 25.9% had completed high school, and 73.9% were male. Of the male cases, 26.7% identified as heterosexual, while 48.7% identified as homosexual. Among females, 86.6% identified as heterosexual. Therefore, it is evident that disinformation related to HIV and AIDS can lead to serious social problems. Such misinformation contributes to stigmatization and creates barriers to accessing HIV prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. It also contributes to the deterioration of the image and identity of individuals living with HIV within society.

Emphasizing the consequences of misinformation and/or a lack of information, there are debates surrounding the concept of an undetectable viral load. This aspect remains relatively obscure, confusing, and not widely disseminated on the networks investigated in our study. The “U = U” concept faces challenges and controversy within the country’s digital social networks. This is despite the fact that approximately 990 thousand Brazilians live with HIV, with 81% of them receiving treatment, and among those in treatment, 95% have achieved viral load suppression. This concept is also affirmed in health services, which generates significant communication and ethical challenges in the lives of those with HIV, often leading to a lack of credibility. The Ministry of Health, through clinical/therapeutic protocols/guidelines, confirms the veracity of the “U = U” concept, stating that individuals living with HIV with an undetectable and sustained viral load do not transmit HIV through sexual intercourse.

The motivations behind serophobic practices are rooted in a complex and intersectional concept, transcending or denying scientific knowledge and sociopolitical aspects due to derogatory conspiracy theories. Such practices are characterized by manifestations of stigma, which hinder the diagnosis of HIV infection and generate erroneous and outdated social judgments. These judgments are based on conservatism and heteronormativity, reinforcing media conceptions and serophobic discourses in the virtual environment. In this context, the literature highlights the existence of irrational, discriminatory beliefs, and unfounded fears about HIV that can lead to violent actions, even within institutions. Intersectionality identifies the difficulties present in society due to its own prejudiced structural construction.

Hence, it is essential to pay attention to public figures with digital influence, as they can perpetuate serophobic discourses in the media, leading to irreparable harm. Disseminating false information on digital social networks can have a detrimental impact. In recent serophobic discourses, our study highlighted the association of HIV with COVID-19 vaccination in the second half of 2021, even by political figures. This strengthened the anti-vaccine movement, which was detrimental to Brazilian public health.

Serophobia has been cultivated within the discursive arsenal of neoliberal and conservative responses to HIV and AIDS. It became promi-
rent in Brazil around 2012\textsuperscript{27}, coinciding with a conservative shift in the federal government’s political discourse\textsuperscript{27,30}. This shift resulted in the dismantling of strategies to combat HIV and AIDS and the censorship of prevention-based campaigns and programs\textsuperscript{27,30-32}. It has since been amplified by far-right political actors, relying on discourses and power mechanisms that involve control, segregation, punishment, and surveillance of HIV-positive individuals. It even reduces human lives to mere costs to be minimized by the State\textsuperscript{27}. This situation is exacerbated by the delay in the Brazilian response to HIV and AIDS, which is connected to limitations in healthcare and education spending\textsuperscript{24}. It is further complicated by the proliferation of bills seeking to criminalize people living with HIV\textsuperscript{32-34}.

Therefore, it is imperative to uphold the civil and human rights related to HIV and AIDS. Law No. 12.984, enacted on June 2, 2014, legitimates the civil rights of people living with HIV. It defines discrimination as a punishable crime, carrying a penalty of one to four years in prison and a fine\textsuperscript{35,36}. The following serophobic behaviors are considered offenses under this law: refusing, delaying, canceling, or segregating enrollment or preventing a student from remaining in a daycare or educational establishment, whether public or private; denying employment or work; terminating or dismissing from a position or job; segregating in the workplace or school environment; disclosing serological status with the intent to offend dignity; and refusing or delaying healthcare\textsuperscript{35}.

Within the realm of human rights concerning people living with HIV, it is essential to underscore the existing challenges that are deeply intertwined with the daily experience of serophobia. These challenges significantly impact the psychosocial well-being of the affected population. Key issues include difficulties in adhering to the therapeutic regimen, shortages of medications and prevention supplies, and limited access to specialized healthcare professionals. These challenges represent a violation of fundamental human rights\textsuperscript{37}.

Furthermore, the rise of the extreme ultra-liberal right in Brazil, which often adopts anti-democratic, irrationalist, and anti-scientific stances\textsuperscript{27,31}, exacerbates the dismantling of public policies\textsuperscript{27,30-32}. Consequently, this contributes to a decline in actions related to promotion, prevention, diagnosis (offering tests)\textsuperscript{24,38}, treatment (antiretrovirals – ARV)\textsuperscript{38}, and rehabilitation for individuals living with HIV and AIDS. This situation creates uncertainties for those living with this chronic health condition.

In the context of the erosion of Brazilian public health policies, the impacts of serophobia significantly affect healthcare services, particularly in terms of access, personalized care, and the provision of healthcare\textsuperscript{23,39}. Problems such as differential or conditional assistance, breaches of confidentiality, neglectful behavior, and service refusal\textsuperscript{26} are increasingly observed within institutional settings and require urgent attention. Our findings underscore the imperative need for awareness and training among healthcare professionals to combat serophobia, as services often lack adequate strategies to address institutional serophobia\textsuperscript{26,39}.

It is essential to promote public and private engagement and investment in the development of intersectoral actions to combat serophobia in social spaces, including virtual environments, to ensure the protection of human life\textsuperscript{40}. Recommendations from the literature for mitigating serophobic practices include: a) integrating legal professionals to inform users about their rights and quality standards in accessing services; b) conducting reviews and analysis of health policies; c) advocating for non-discriminatory public policies; d) establishing systems to monitor discrimination, stigma, and rights violations within institutions; e) incorporating sensitivity and education regarding living with HIV into health training programs\textsuperscript{23,26,39}. Additionally, urgent efforts are needed in educational measures and addressing the impacts stemming from serophobia, especially among populations historically marginalized in healthcare, such as the LGBTQIAPN+ community\textsuperscript{18-20}, migrants\textsuperscript{41}, prisoners\textsuperscript{42}, and homeless individuals\textsuperscript{43}.

This study has certain limitations, including the choice of Digital Social Networks, which may have limited the scope of locating instances of the investigated phenomenon, and the use of search criteria and strategies, which might have constrained the identification of publications on the subject. Nonetheless, it provides valuable contributions as it explores the digital world and widely accessed communication platforms among the Brazilian population. It sheds light on the dimensions of social determinants in the health-disease process and delves into the context of living with HIV. In this regard, the study contributes to advancing knowledge about stigmatization and the manifestation of serophobia on digital social networks. It also offers insights into the profile of content production in the virtual sphere and strategies to confront serophobia.
Final considerations

The manifestations related to HIV and AIDS-related serophobia on Digital Social Networks reaffirm the importance of exploring the posts disseminated in the online environment. Digital Social Networks provide users with greater freedom of expression, enabling the explanation of concepts, concerns, and phenomena related to the concept within society. The shared content highlights or discusses the challenges of living with a disease that has social dimensions, emphasizes the significance of discussing and disseminating content about HIV and AIDS, identifies the elements contributing to the stigmatization process and the structure of serophobia, addresses the social and civil rights of people living with HIV, proposes measures to combat serophobia within healthcare institutions, and examines the implications of serophobia on public health.

We recommend the development of new research that addresses the issues stemming from serophobia within the context of public health, as well as its broader impact on society. This research can contribute to the enhancement of public policies and the establishment of a theoretical framework concerning HIV and AIDS, ultimately leading to the generation of new knowledge in the field of healthcare.
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